In this work, we study the mechanical properties of sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and dodecylamine hydrochloride (DAH) micellar films at a graphite surface via atomic force microscopy (AFM). Breakthrough forces for these films were measured using silicon nitride cantilevers, and found to be 1.1 ±0.1 nN for a 10 mM DAH film and 3.0 ±0.3 nN for a 10 mM SDS film. For 10 mM SDS films, it was found that the addition of 1.5 mM of NaCl, Na 2 SO 4 , or MgCl 2 produced a 50-70% increase in measured breakthrough force. Similar results were found for 10 mM DAH films when NaCl and MgCl 2 were added. A model was developed, based upon previous work on lipid films and CMC data gathered via spectrofluorometry measurements, to produced the observed differences. The pH of the bulk solution was varied for both 10 mM SDS and DAH films, and was found to have little effect on breakthrough force.
INTRODUCTION
A great deal of work has been done studying the nanostructures formed by surfactants at hydrophobic surfaces. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a particularly useful tool for examining these structures, as it allows direct imaging of micellar surface structures. Manne et al. first imaged these structures for sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS). 1 They found that, when exposed to a highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface, SDS spontaneously formed hemicylindrical wormlike micelles at the graphite interface. These micelles, typically several nanometers in width, were found to arrange in large micrometer sized grains along the surface.
Additional AFM studies of surfactants at graphite surfaces have been performed for other surfactants as well as some surfactant/surfactant and surfactant/salt mixtures. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] However, while the geometry of these surface structures is well documented, their mechanical properties are less studied. Early work suggests that these thin surfactant films are fragile, and that the delicate 3 surface structures can be damaged or destroyed at high imaging forces. [7] [8] Work done with mixtures of cationic and anionic surfactants also indicates a strengthening of the surface upon mixing, as well as the potential for phase changes from hemicylindrical micelles to hemispheres or flat monolayers. [9] [10] AFM has also been a common tool in the study of supported lipid layers, which share many physical similarities to supported surfactant assemblies. [11] [12] In the studies of lipid layers using this method, one of the most commonly applied methods for mechanical characterization has been measuring the force required for the AFM tip to break through the film to the surface beneath, usually called the breakthrough force. [13] [14] [15] Breakthrough forces for supported lipid layers are well studied, and a number of well accepted models exist which can be used to explain and quantify breakthrough events. 13, [16] [17] It is generally thought that breakthrough events begin with the creation of a void beneath the tip. Once this void reaches a critical size, the activation volume, the tip rapidly reaches the surface. This activation volume is accompanied by an activation energy, which is the energy required to create the void. The activation energy is dependent upon the energetically unfavorable head-head repulsion and the energetically favorable hydrophobic tail-tail interactions. Several other factors are known to influence breakthrough forces measured in supported lipid films. It has been shown that zwitterionic lipid films strengthen in the presence of salts due to a phenomenon known as salt-bridging, where counterions align between head group charges and increase packing density at the surface. 12, 18 It is also generally accepted that lipids with longer hydrocarbon tails are stiffer, and that their films are harder to puncture. 19 While we expect that zwitterionic lipid and single tailed surfactant films will share similar trends, there are also enough fundamental differences (surface charge density, 4 liquid ordered/disordered phases, packing parameter, tip/surface geometries) between them that
it cannot be assumed they will behave identically.
Here, we examine the mechanical properties of surfactant films using the well-established method that has been used for supported lipid systems, namely by examining the breakthrough force of the micellar film. We also explore the effects on the breakthrough force of adding salts and cosurfactants into solution, with the overall goal of developing a model relationship between added concentration and surface strength. Our work will demonstrate that the strengthening mechanism of these films in the presence of salts is distinct from that seen in lipids, and that the overall strength of the film is strongly correlated with both the free energy of micellization and the ionic species bound to the surface.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Surfactant Film Formation. Sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(ACS reagent, ≥99%) and used to prepare 15 mL solutions of 5-25 mM SDS in deionized water.
Dodecylammonium chloride (DAH) was purchased from TCI America (≥98%) and used to prepare 15 mL solutions of 7.5-25 mM solutions in deionized water. Each solution was allowed to equilibrate with ZYH grade highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) purchased from MikroMasch for thirty minutes to one hour. Before each trial, the graphite surface was cleaved with Scotch tape to ensure that a clean surface was available for adsorption.
AFM Imaging and Image Analysis. Equilibrated surfaces at 25°C were then examined using a Dimension 3100 AFM with a Nanoscope IVa controller and MSCT non-conductive silicon nitride tips from Veeco using cantilevers with spring constants of 0.05 Nm -1 . Images were taken in tapping mode using scan rates between 0.5-2. Breakthrough Force Measurements. Equilibrated surfaces at 25°C were probed using 0.05 Nm -1 MSCT non-conductive silicon nitride tips from Veeco, and the breakthrough forces were measured and recorded using the same tip at the same surface location. Ramp rates when taking force curves were kept constant throughout each trial at 50 nms -1 . Once sufficient numbers of breakthrough events were obtained (n~50 necessary to perform a Gaussian fit), the tip was lifted from the surface by 10 nm before adding stock solutions of salts to the water. The salts used were magnesium chloride hexahydrate from Sigma-Aldrich (ACS reagent, ≥99%), sodium sulfate from Sigma-Aldrich (ACS reagent, ≥99%), and sodium chloride from Fischer Scientific (ACS reagent, ≥99%). SDS and DAH were added to the solution as necessary to preserve the 10 mM surfactant concentration during experiments. After the addition of salt to the solution, the system was given forty minutes to equilibrate before returning the tip to the surface for measurement. This equilibration time was determined to be adequate by looking at the change in surface properties with time (see Supporting Information). Using this approach, we measured the breakthrough force of the same surface area using the same AFM tip at varying salt concentrations. The magnitude of breakthrough events was recorded as the force above which contact with the graphite was reached. Breakthrough forces were measured manually for each recorded force curve.
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Experiments were also done measuring the effect of pH change on breakthrough forces. The procedure for these measurements was identical to that of the salts described above, though the pH changes were not measured directly. Solutions of dilute hydrochloric acid from Fischer Scientific (ACS reagent plus) were used to alter the pH of 10 mM SDS solutions during experiments, and pH was measured in a separate container with the same concentrations of SDS and HCl as in the sample container. The pH of the 10 mM DAH solution was altered using dilute sodium hydroxide from Fischer Scientific (ACS reagent, ≥99%), and the pH of the sample was measured indirectly using the same method as with SDS. All pH measurements were made with a Checker pH Meter from Hanna Instruments.
Critical Micelle Concentrations. Solutions of SDS or DAH were prepared with fixed salt concentrations. These solutions (3 mL) were placed in 3.5 mL UV Fluorometer methacrylate cuvettes from Perfector Scientific. Then, 44ߤL of a 10 mM solution of 1,6 diphenyl 1, 3, 5 hexatriene (DPH) from Sigma-Aldrich was added to this solution and gently stirred at 25°C.
Fluorescence anisotropy measurements were taken using a Jasco FP-8500 Spetrofluorometer, and the measured r-factor was used to determine the critical micelle concentration (see Supporting Information).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AFM Imaging of SDS Films. Our first goal was to recreate previous studies on the adsorbed structure of sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) films at graphite surfaces as a way to establish a baseline for our work. AFM imaging has shown that SDS at concentrations above 5 mM, well below the established CMC of 7.8 mM, will form long rows of hemicylindrical micelles when exposed to bare graphite. 2, 5 Displayed in Figure 1 are our images taken of SDS films at varying concentration. The micellar spacing varies with respect to the SDS concentration, decreasing 18, 20 As the tip exerts greater force on the surface than this, the film begins to deform and the force on the tip increases until a breakthrough event occurs. A labeled example of a breakthrough curve can be found in Figure 2A . The surface structures observed for SDS are comprised of tubular/wormlike hemimicelles. A cross sectional representation of the surface geometries involved in tip-surface contact can also be found in Figure 2B . While previous works with SDS films have not focused on measuring the breakthrough force, there is a significant body of literature that uses AFM to study the mechanical properties of similarly structured lipid films in this fashion. We began our study of breakthrough forces by examining the effects of adding salts to SDS adsorbed onto graphite. Since breakthrough events are probabilistic in nature, it is not useful to record the force of a single event. Rather, a distribution of event forces must be assembled before any conclusions can be drawn. Shown in Figure 3 are histograms for breakthrough events at varying salt concentrations in 10 mM SDS solution. In lipid films, the range of breakthrough forces is much larger than what is observed here, with the maximum of observed forces often 10 being double that of the average. 18 It appears that for SDS films, however, the range of observable forces is much smaller, with the maximum observed force often being only 20%
greater than the median. The differences in the range of observed forces may have to do with the structural difference between hemicylindrical and bilayer films. Much of the variation in breakthrough events in flat lipid layers comes from curvature fluctuations at the surface. These fluctuations are exacerbated by the wide planar geometry of most lipid films, where they can propagate far from the initial point of disturbance. The more contained nature of the hemicylindrical rows might hinder the propagation of such thermal disturbance, which would result in less noisy distributions of breakthrough events.
Gaussian fits were performed for each histogram in Figure 3 to find the center, which is typically taken to be the breakthrough force for the film. However, it was found for each curve that the average breakthrough force was always within 5% of the Gaussian center, and that the center of the fit varied within several percent depending on the choice of bin size. Since bin size is arbitrary, it was decided to use the average breakthrough force as the center, rather than the fitted Gaussian peak. For SDS, the average breakthrough force for a 10 mM film without any added salt was found to be 3±0.3 nN (averaged over 5 tips and films), but observed average values ranged from 2 nN to 3.6 nN depending on the area probed and the tip used. The breakthrough depth was found to be 1.4±0.3 nm over the same sample size. When the same tip and film were used, it was found that the average breakthrough force was generally consistent within micellar grains, but could change by up to 30% across grain boundaries. Since the variations in film strength due to salt addition were often less than this, efforts were made to minimize disturbances in breakthrough force measurements by both fixing the area probed and using the same tip during the course of a measurement. As such, each data point taken for a given salt species is taken using the same tip, measuring the same area of surface, and using the same ramp rate. Measurements taken using forces far exceeding the breakthrough, with very high ramp rates, or applied continuously over long periods of time (>40 minutes) were observed to deteriorate the film strength. We avoided such conditions in our experiments, and no significant degradation was observed. Shown in Figure 4 are the effects of adding MgCl 2 , NaCl, or Na 2 SO 4 on the breakthrough force of a 10 mM SDS film. It should be noted that each point represents an average taken from the histograms in Figure 3 , and that error bars represent the width of the standard deviation rather than any confidence interval. Results in Figure 4 have also been normalized by the initial breakthrough force, so as to eliminate the effect of the surface on initial film strength. We see that even at small salt concentrations a significant effect can be observed on the relative strength of the film, with the normalized breakthrough force increasing by roughly 70% for both MgCl 2 26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   12 and NaCl and 55% for Na 2 SO 4 at concentrations of only 1.5 mM. Our initial hypothesis was that the counterion would play a dominant role in any strengthening effects at the surface, which is why the horizontal axis of Figure 4 is measured by cation concentration rather than total ion concentration. The reasoning behind this was that, in lipid systems, the addition of counterions, and salts in general, causes the formation of salt bonds. 22 These bonds form between the lipid head groups, and similar bonds have been shown to cause greater packing density in surfactants such as SDS. 23 It has been shown for zwitterionic lipids, for example, that addition of salt can lead to very large increases in the breakthrough force. 18 Because this was our expected strengthening mechanism for the film, we also anticipated the strength of films with added magnesium to be much higher than films with added sodium. This would be due to the much greater binding affinity of divalent ions when compared to monovalent ions. 24 However, there are significant differences between the expected outcome and our observed results. Notably, the strength of the film is not independent of the coion concentration. Even though Na 2 SO 4 and NaCl share the same cation, the effect of cation concentration on the surface strength is very different.
We also observe an initial drop in the strength of the surface film when magnesium is present.
This drop does not appear for either of the sodium salts, and the final strength of the film at 1.5 mM Mg 2+ is less than that of NaCl at the same concentration. In addition to this, the observed effects of salt bridging in lipid layers are much less sensitive to concentration, with an expected increase in film strength of only 10% at 1 mM. 18 The images taken of SDS films as salts were added showed no apparent relationship between periodicity and breakthrough force. Images and micellar spacing of these films in the presence of salts can be found in Supporting Information. It is clear, then, that the effects of salt addition are not easily characterized in the same way as a lipid film. 
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Where the concentrations denote the bulk values, ݁ is the unit of elementary charge, ߝ is the relative permittivity of water, ߝ is the permittivity of free space, and ݇ is the Boltzmann constant. In this case, the dodecylsulfate concentration ሾ‫ܵܦ‬ ି ሿ ஶ is taken to be the same as the CMC of 7.8 mM for SDS, as it is the free DS -ion concentration in solution. If no additional ions are added to the solution and no binding is occurring, a Boltzmann distribution indicates that the surface concentration of Na + ions is roughly 11.7 M. This is far above the solubility of NaCl or SDS, and as such it is clear we must factor in the effects of binding on the surface charge density if we are to make use of this model. From literature, we can find that the fractional dissociation Now we examine how the system changes when ions are added to the solution. We begin with magnesium, as this is the system where we most expect surface binding to matter. Literature information of the binding of magnesium to dodecylsulfate ions is sparse, but data exists for calcium and sodium. It was found that the surface fraction bound by calcium for 10 mM SDS was roughly 0.65 when the calcium concentration was 0.3 mM. 24 It has also been shown from conductivity measurements that the surface charge density of magnesium dodecylsulfate micelles is roughly 4/3 that of calcium dodecylsulfate micelles. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   15 are assuming in our model that magnesium binds to a single site first before attaching to a second adjacent site, though this is only a simplification.
With the equilibrium constants, we can now look at the degree of binding at the surface with respect to MgCl 2 concentration. Using equations (1a) and (2) When we do these calculations with sodium sulfate and sodium chloride at 3 mM compared to 0 mM, we find that the degree of binding at the surface changes by a fraction of only 4x10 -4 , and the surface counterion concentration changes by only 0.2%. This reinforces the idea that bridging, which is the primary strengthening mechanism for lipid films when in the presence of counterions, is not the mechanism for strengthening here, as the change in surface conditions is too small to explain the large changes in film strength observed.
Free Energy. From our relatively simple model, we can see that the number of sodium counterions at the surface remains nearly unchanged at added concentrations of order 1 mM NaCl and Na 2 SO 4 . However, as these ions are added, a depletion profile (region of lower ionic concentration than bulk) of coions forms near the surface, which should result in a change in the surface's free energy. In previous works with lipid films, it has been shown that the breakthrough 
Where ‫ܣ‬ is the contact area, ߙ is a constant that relates to the shape of the free energy curve during and after activation, ܸ is the activation volume, ‫ܭ‬ is the spring constant of the cantilever, and ߥ is the load rate when measuring the breakthrough force. 16, 28 Substituting our relationship for ݇ into equation (3) we arrive at 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 Where ߚ is the degree of surface ion dissociation. [29] [30] Assuming that only the free energy changes with the CMC (our binding model suggests that ߚ shows little variation when salts are added) and normalizing by the initial breakthrough force at ‫ܥ‬ = 0 we arrive at the relation
Where ‫ܨ‬ is the normalized breakthrough force, ‫ܨ‬ is the initial breakthrough force, and ‫ܥ‬ ெ is the CMC of the pure surfactant. A more detailed derivation can be found in Supporting
Information. This means that if we know the CMC of a given surfactant and salt mixture, we should be able to relate it to the expected change in breakthrough force. We must note that equation (3) was derived for a flat monolayer, and that our tip-surface geometry (See Figure 2B) is significantly different. The most important difference is that our film thickness depends on tip position, and whether the tip is directly over a micelle or not. For large tip diameters, we expect our results to approach those of a flat monolayer. Our tip diameter is roughly two micellar spacings wide, however, which may not be wide enough to ignore position dependent effects.
Since we observe breakthrough events in nearly all force curves, there is reason to believe our tip is large enough for equation (3) to apply. We continue analysis understanding that equation (6) is only an approximation, and that some error is present due to our surface geometry.
CMC Measurements and Breakthrough Force with Added Salt.
In order to measure how the CMC of these solutions changes with added ion concentrations, we turned to fluorescence anisotropy measurements. We used 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH), a fluorescent probe, to measure the changes in sample polarization with increasing SDS concentration. Once micelles form in solution, the DPH rapidly imbeds itself within them due to its strong hydrophobicity.
This changes the procession time of these molecules and the resultant effect on polarization can Figure 5A are the measured CMC values of SDS for each added salt. corresponds to a system where the free energy barrier is symmetrical, we arrive at an activation volume of roughly 0.4 nm 3 for both NaCl and Na 2 SO 4 solutions and 0.8 nm 3 for MgCl 2 solutions using a still unacceptable fit shown in Figure 6B (orange curve), where the added constant can vary from a value of 1. These values are nearly equal to displacing 1-2 molecules of SDS at the surface, which may be plausible given the tight size of the micellar structures. However, these are order of magnitude estimates due to the ambiguity of the interaction geometry and tip size.
The unacceptable fit for the normalized breakthrough force of SDS micelles in MgCl 2 solutions may indicate that equation (6) Where ܸ and ߚ are the initial activation volume and dissociation fraction respectively. A more detailed derivation of this can be found in Supporting Information. Using equation (7) along with our binding model from equations (1a) and (2) to estimate values for ߚ, and an average of obtained ܸ values from the sodium chloride and sodium sulfate trials of 0.37 nm 3 , we can fit our results to equation (8) . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58 59 60 Figure 6 . Shown are the results of fitted models for normalized breakthrough forces of 10 mM SDS micelles using measured CMC values in (A) NaCl and Na 2 SO 4 and (B) MgCl 2 . Both model curves in (A) use equation (6) . In (B), the orange curve represents a fit using fixed activation volume and variable added constant in equation (6) and the blue curve represents a fit using variable activation volume and equation (7). The fitted activation volumes (points) for (B) are plotted against added cation concentration in (C). The dotted line in (C) represents a fitted function that uses our binding model in equations (1a) and (2) as well as equation (9).
The model using variable activation volume in Figure 6B (blue curve) is a much better fit than our initial attempts, accurately depicting the observed dip in film strength seen at low magnesium concentrations. Of particular interest, however, are the activation volumes that are required to achieve this fit. We see from Figure 6C that, aside from an initial decrease, the set of 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 22 activation volumes that satisfies our observed results is nearly constant. The activation volume ܸ near 1.5 mM approaches a value of 0.21 nm 3 , and the overall shape of the curve indicates that the activation volume changed largely at low concentrations and remained nearly constant at higher concentrations. The dotted line in Figure 6C represents fitted results of our binding model described by equations (1a) and (2), where we assumed that the overall activation volume was determined by the linear relationship
Where ݂ ெ మశ is the fraction of bound sites occupied by magnesium, ܸ ே శ is the activation volume when only sodium is present, and ܸ ெ మశ is the activation volume when only magnesium is present. Our model fit obtained a ܸ ெ మశ of 0.16 nm 3 , which is significantly smaller than that of ܸ ே శ at 0.38 nm 3 . That ܸ ெ మశ is significantly less than ܸ ே శ implies that the surface mobility of magnesium bound surfactant molecules in the micelles is much higher than the surface mobility of sodium bound surfactant molecules, as the activation volume is also a measure of the selfdiffusion of surfactant molecules within the film.
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Breakthrough Force of DAH Film with Added Salt. To explore the effects of ion addition on cationic surfactants, we also imaged dodecylamine hydrochloride (DAH) films on the graphite substrate. This ion was chosen because it has been previously theorized and shown to form the same hemicylindrical micelles at hydrophobic surfaces as observed in SDS. [34] [35] We were able to observe DAH hemimicelles at the surface at concentrations as low as 7.5 mM (see Supporting Information). These micelles were larger than those seen in SDS, with intermicellar spacing of roughly 7.8±0.1 nm at a concentration of 10 mM. It should be noted that this is below the 13. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 23 CMC of DAH, the intermicellar spacing was found to stabilize around 4.1±0.1 nm, which is on par with that of SDS.
The breakthrough force for a 10 mM DAH film in the absence of salts was found to be 1.1 ±0.1 nN using a sample of 4 films and tips (see Supporting Information for breakthrough force event distributions). The breakthrough depth calculated using the same data sets was found to be 1.9 ±0.2 nm. Breakthrough force measurements were performed with added salts to explore the effect of the surface charge on mechanical strength as it relates to ion addition. Figure 7A displays our measurements for the relative breakthrough forces of DAH and the modeled results from Equation (6), where the modeled data used CMC measurements given in Figure 5B . Similar to our SDS results, we observe a decrease in the CMC and a resultant increase in the breakthrough force with added NaCl, with the overall strength of the DAH film increasing by a factor of 1.5. We also observe an initial dip in the breakthrough force with the addition of MgCl 2 similar to what was seen in the SDS system, though the reason for this appears to be different. In the case of DAH, we can see from the data in Figure 5B that the CMC of DAH was found to increase when small amounts of MgCl 2 were added, implying that the change in surface strength is due to a surface free energy change rather than a change in activation volume. AFM images of the surface during the addition of MgCl 2 showed a monotonic decrease in micellar spacing, which does not explain the observed dip in film strength (see Supporting Information).When fitting our DAH data to the activation energy model for NaCl using the CMC values obtained in Figure 5B , we obtain an activation volume of 0.3 nm 3 , which is close to the literature values of 0.35 nm 3 for the volume of a DAH molecule. 36 Our fitted data for DAH when MgCl 2 was added used a constant activation volume of 0.86 nm 3 , which is still within an order of magnitude of the result for NaCl. This is consistent with our SDS results, implying that the activation volume between SDS and DAH, making modeling using equation (7) difficult. In this case, however, AFM images may reveal the mechanism of strengthening. Shown in Figure 8 are images taken of the DAH film as SDS is added. Dark and bright spots in these images represent irregularities at the surface, and a graphite step is observable on the left side of Figure 8C . At 0.13 mM SDS added, the surface film shows significant changes and irregularities in its packing. Once the concentration of SDS reaches 0.2 mM, the film has become almost completely flat. This implies that the mechanism for strengthening in the case of added counterionic surfactant may be a phase change rather than a strict surface energy change. Breakthrough Force with Change in pH. We examined the effect of pH change on film strength. In order to prevent the skewing of results due to counterion binding, only HCl was 26 added to SDS and only NaOH was added to DAH. We could not measure meaningful changes in CMC values with pH via fluorescence anisotropy due to the difficulty in maintaining exactly the same pH over a broad range of surfactant concentrations. Therefore quantitative application of equations (6) or (7) was not possible.
For an SDS film, normalized breakthrough force increased to 1.1 at ~pH 3.5 and then decreased to 0.9 at ~pH 2.8 ( Figure 9A ). Using a pK a value for SDS of 1. 38 According to equation (7), these factors should result in an overall increase in the normalized breakthrough force if the activation volume remains constant. However, if the activation volume of SDS micelles bound by hydronium ions is smaller than that of SDS micelles bound by sodium ions, similar to the case for added magnesium ions, then the decrease in overall activation volume could overcome the CMC effect and lower the breakthrough force. As such, we speculate that the initial rise in film strength is a result of decreasing CMC and ߚ, while the subsequent drop at lower pH values is caused by a decrease in the activation volume. The trend in normalized breakthrough force of 10 mM DAH when pH is increased ( Figure 9B) is similar to that of 10 mM SDS when pH is decreased ( Figure 9A ), although the magnitudes of the increase followed by decrease are larger. Unlike the SDS system, the dissociated surface fraction of DAH does not change significantly with pH, with the final and initial value being ~ ߚ = 0.18 (see Supporting Information). It has been shown that the CMC of DAH decreases with increasing pH 39 and equation (7) predicts an increase in average normalized breakthrough force with decreasing CMC as observed at pH 5.5. As the pH continues to increase, the number of deprotonated ammonium groups must also increase to maintain equilibrium with the decreasing number of hydronium ions. Realizing that we go from an initial surface pH of 5.9 to a final pH of 8.1, we can conclude that the ratio of deprotonated ammonium groups to protonated groups must increase by a factor of over 100. We invoke once again speculation that the overall activation
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CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that we can measure breakthrough forces for hemimicellar surfactant films composed of SDS or DAH, and we can relate the change in breakthrough force associated with the addition of salts to the change in critical micelle concentration for the primary surfactant. The mechanism for this strengthening is distinct from what has been previously seen in lipid layers, as it is far more sensitive to ionic concentration and surface free energy than previous work with lipids would suggest. In the case where magnesium ions bind to the surface, we observed an unexpected initial drop in film strength. By adjusting our model to allow for changing activation volume for SDS micelles, we have shown that our results can be explained by a decrease of our activation volume from a value of 0.37 nm 3 to 0.21 nm 3 . Addition of SDS to a primarily DAH solution was shown to cause a phase change at the surface from rows of hemicylindrical micelles to a flat planar structure. This resulted in an abrupt increase in the measured strength of the film.
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